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Concept

W

The University of Houston-Clear Lake established the Research Institute for
Computing and Information systems in 1986 to encourage NASA Johnson Space : -

Center and local industry to actively support research in the computing and ;_:
information sciences_ As part of this endeavor, UH-Ciear I_ake proposed a =d

partnership with JSC to jointly define and manage an integrated program of research

in advanced data processing technology needed for JSC's main missions, including

administrative, engineering and science responsibilities. JSC agreed andentered into _ _

a three-year cooperative agreement With UH-Clear Lake beginning in May, i 986, to

jointly plan and execute such research through RICIS. Additionally, under

Cooperative Agreement NCC 9-16, computing and educational faciliti_ are shared _

by the two institutions to conduct the research. := = = _
The missi0n: 0f:RiCI_ is to conduct, coordinate and disseminate research on

computing and information systems among researchers, sponsors and users from

UH-Clear Lake, NASA/JSC, and other research organizations. Within UH-Clear
Lake, the mission is being implemented through interdisciplinary involvement of _ _

faculty and-students from each of the four sch0olsi _usiness, Educati0n,Human j

Sciences and Humanities, and Natural and Applied Sciences.

Other research organizations are involved via the "gateway" concept. UH-Clear
Lake establishes relationships With other universities and research organizatio_s_i i ii _::

having common research interests, to provide additional sources of expertise to _
conduct needed research.

A major role of RICIS is to find the best match of sponsors, researchers and

r6s_rch objectives toadvance knowledge in the computing and information :

sciences. Working jointly With NASA/JSC, RICIS advises on research needs, _
recommends principals for conducting the research, provides technical and

administrative support to coordinate the research, and integrates technical results

into the cooperative goals of UH-Clear Lake and NASA/JSC. = _
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1 Introduction

Currently the end-to-end delay characteristics of very high speed local area networks are not

well understood. As networks begin to be used for real-time and near real-time applications, the

entire delay incurred by a packet becomes important, due to the fact that packet processing time

can completely subsume transmission time. It is also important that queue length characteristics

be understood so that adequate buffer space can be allocated in the network.

The transmission speed of computer networks is increasing, and local area networks espe-

ciaUy are finding increasing use in real time systems. Therefore, in order to model accurately

total network delay, queueing models must include all characteristics of packet processing. Since

often only a small fraction of total delay is due to actual transmission, models which deal only

with the MAC (Medium Access Control) layer are becoming increasingly inadequate.

Ring network operation is generally well understood for both token rings and slotted rings.

Many models exist for several MAC layer service disciplines, for example, exhaustive service,

gated service, and single packet per token service. There is, however, a severe lack of queueing

models for higher layer operation.

There are several factors which contribute to the processing delay of a packet, as opposed to

the transmission delay. These are the packet's priority, its length, the user load, the processor

load, the use of priority preemption, the use of preemption at packet reception, the number of pro-

cessors, the number of protocol processing layers, the speed of each processor, and queue length

limitations. Any useful queueing model must take all these factors into account.
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1.1 The ISO OSI Protocol Stack

The currently accepted reference model for packet processing prior to and after transmission

is the ISO OSl protocol stack. This is a set of conceptual functions which are helpful in ensuring

the delivery of a packet across any network. The model is network independent since it only

def'mes the necessary actions, not how they are implemented.

The OSl model consists of seven layers: the Application Layer, Presentation Layer, Session

Layer, Transport Layer, Network Layer, Data Link Layer, and Physical Layer (see Figure 1). The

Data Link Layer is further subdivided into the Logical Link Control and Medium Access Control

sublayers. Each layer represents one or more conceptual functions that are performed by the net-

work each time it transmits or receives a packet. These layers are conceptual in that they need

not be implemented as distinct entities.
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The application layer is the interface between the user's application and the functions pro-

vided by the network. This layer supplies such capabilities as f'fle transfer and remote login. The

application layer is the end user's view of the network, and is independent of the actual physical

configuration, that is, for example, whether the network is an Ethemet, a token ring, or a wide

area network. Each of the different services provided have different delay and queue length

characteristics. For example, a file transfer would tend to submit fairly long packets to the net-

work in a deterministic manner, whereas a remote login would probably cause much shorter

packets to be submitted in a more random manner.

The presentation layer negotiates and controls transfer syntax. This is necessary since not

all devices use identical syntax for the representation of data values. At present the presentation

layer is especially poorly understood, and thus almost no attempts have been made to develop

queueing models of this layer's functions.

The session layer sets up a dialogue between communicating devices. It ensures that any

transactions which take place during communication are completed in their entirety, thus making

communicating entities appear to be either completely operational or nonexistent.

The u'anspon layer ensures the end-to-end delivery of aLl packets transmitted. This enables

reliable transmission over the network, making the network appear as if it is a perfect channel.

Another responsibility of the transport layer is the segmentation of messages into packets. This is

often necessary since messages may be larger than the maximum size packet that the Network or

Data Link layers can handle. The transport layer, and all layers above it, are end-to-end layers in

that they have the illusion of communicating directly with their peer layers at the "receiving"

end.

The network layer is responsible for packet routing. It also performs segmentation if differ-

ing network segments have different maximum packet sizes. The network layer is the highest

layer in the OSI stack that is not end-to-end. That is, network layers at each node only talk to
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routers on the same network segment; thus the network layer at the initiation end of a transmis-

sion does not talk to the network layer at the final recep6on end of a transmission.

The data link layer is responsible for node-to-node transmission of packets. This may or

may not be done reliably, depending upon the network and the wishes of the user. The data link

layer is not an end-to-end layer. This node-to:node transmission is accomplished through the use

of the Logical Link Control sublayer, which initiates the u'ansmission to and handles the recep-

tion from adjacent nodes, and the Medium Access Control sublayer, which mediates access to the

actual transmission medium. The Logical Link Control is protocol independent, whereas the

Medium Access Control is protocol dependent.

The physical layer is the mechanism that actually transmits bits onto the network medium.

It performs data encoding/decoding, carrier sense, fault detection, etc. The physical layer

attempts to isolate the higher layers of the protocol stack from the actual physical processes

involved in transmission. Ideally, the higher layers in the protocol stack do not know, for exam-

ple, whether the network is a token ring or an Ethemet.

1.2 Modeling the Protocol Stack

1.2.1 Inherent Problems

Protocol stack m_eis can be developed in two basic forms: mathematical and simulation

models. Since the ISO O$I model is intended as a reference model only, it is not a simple matter

to write simulation code or to develop a parametedzed mathematical model. Implementations of

the OSI protocol stack almoa always depart from a strict p_ss or function-per4ayer implemen-

tation method by combining or coalescing layers for the sake of efficiency in terms of memory,

processing speed, the-number of processors, or some combination of the above.

i ..... g theOther factors which must be taken into account when modeiin OSI protocol stack are

the actual functions provided (e.g., the stack being modeled may not implement the fuU rune-
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tionality of the OSI reference model), the speed of the processors, the amount of memory avail-

able (available memory puts an upper bound on maximum queue size), maximum packet length

(since certain layers perform segmentation), the change from packet arrivals to bulk arrivals at

certain layers (if segmentation is used), whether or not separate processors are used for transmis-

sion and reception, and if not, which takes precedence, and expected error rates.

It is also necessary to account for the fact that certain layers in the stack may not be used for

every packet transmission, or indeed for every message transmission. For example, the session

layer is responsible for setting up the dialogue between two stations, but once this function has

been performed, the session layer becomes largely inactive in its effects on transmission delay

(except for maintaining checkpoints). That is, there is normally some initial one-time overhead

involved in setting up a communications path between to entities. Therefore, the frequency of

occurrence of this overhead will have an impact on overall delay.
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1.2.2 Methods

Since the actual implementations of protocol stacks will vary both in architecture and func-

tionality, any attempt at modeling must account for this by being parametric and as general as

possible. Therefore, stack models derived here will not have a strict one-to-one mapping to the

OSI reference model.

The technique used here will be to model stack processing as a collection of one or more

queueing systems connected in series. We assume that the arrival process at the initial (and pos-

sibly only) queue is Poisson. If there are more queueing systems in the series, then each has what

we term a k a' level series arrival process (abbreviated Sk). It is also possible that some of the

queues in the series will have a k a' level bulk series arrival process (abbreviated Sf) due to seg-

mentation in the previous queueing system. Figure 2 shows the general queueing system to be

modeled.

i
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Figure 2

Once solutions have been found, it is then possible to map various configurations of the above

system to actual implementations of protocol processing stacks. Note that it is not necessary that

these implementations be of the ISO protocol stack; we can map the above system to other proto-

col stacks as well, such as a "short" ISO stack, or an implementation of the TCP/IP protocol.
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2 Previous Work

This section summarizes existing work in the field relevant to this dissertation. Information

covered deals with token and slotted rings, priority queues, upper layer modeling, and queues in

series.

w

._4

V

In their seminal paper on cyclic service [KOHN72], Konheim and Meister present

mathematical results dealing with exhaustive cyclic service. Their model is derived from first

principles, and is an excellent introduction to the field. This paper is especially useful in that the

mathematics are applicable (with suitable modifications) to other forms of cyclic service. The

main drawbacks of this paper are that it does not deal with nonexhaustive cyclic service, and it

neglects all mention of priority queueing.

Heyman [HEYM83] takes many of the results from [KOHN721 and applies them to an exist-

ing ring network. The usefulness of this paper lies in the fact that it is an excellent example of

the application and modification of Konheim and Meister's results to an existing network. Its

drawbacks are essentially those of [KOHN72] in that it does not deal with exhaustive service or

priority queueing.

In his paper on nonexhaustive cycle service [KUEH79], Kuehn develops an analytic model

for cyclic service using a single packet per token service discipline. In this paper, he derives for-

mulas for the mean and variance of waiting time and queue lengths. He makes an important step

in his derivation by taking into account the effects of each token cycle on the one following. The

main drawback lies in his assumption that all queues except the one transmitting are in equili-

brium, and are thus not affected by the transmission of the queue in question. This assumption

has the effect of simplifying the mathematics, but it also causes the analysis to be at variance with

actual network operation in many cases.

Levy and Yechiali produce an important result concerning queue lengths and delay in their

paper [LEVY75]. They prove that the delay of a packet in a cyclic service system can be decom-
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posed into queueing time plus the time spent waiting for the token. This decomposition method

has a simplifying effect on the analysis of cyclic service systems.

In their paper on token passing protocols [RF.C_,O84],Rego and Ni develop a method of deal-

ing with the serial dependence of token cycles. They derive methods for computing the limit of

dependence as well computing the covariance of the dependence.

Genter and Vastola develop an approximate model of gated limited service in [GENT88].

This service method allows a maximum number of packets to be served at token arrival, this

number being the minimum of the number of packet present at token arrival and a preset max-

imum. This is an important result; however, the authors ignore the effects of service time on the

token cycle time, as well as the effects of priority.

In their paper [APPL86], Appleton and Peterson derive the probability density function for a

single packet per token service discipline. This paper actually uses a protocol definition as the

basis for its analysis, which is a slight modification of the IEEE 802.5 token ring definition. This

result is important as it is the only known paper to derive the probability density function for this

type of service, the others being content to derive transform equations.

The correspondence paper by Everitt [EVER89] derives the pseudoconservation laws for

both gated limited and exhaustive limited service without attempting to derive either transform

equations or probability density hmctions for these service disciplines. This is nevertheless an

important result as it gives certain stability criteria for ring functioning when these disciplines arc

used.

" ' " _ two of mypreviotis papers [PEDE87]I [_DE_8], I derive approximate models for exfiaus-

tive limited priority service. These models are shown to be very accurate via comparison with

simulation results. The drawbacks of these papers are that several simplifying assumptions are

made. Furthermore, no transfo_s are derived; only mean value approximations are given. How-

ever, them results are important as a first step in the understanding of this form of service.
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Anotherimportant feature is that certain relationships are shown governing the effects of a

packet's priority with the load, number of ring stations, and packet size.

In their paper [TAKA86], Takagi and Murata make a queueing analysis of a non-preemptive

reservation priority token ring network. Their analysis assumes single-packet-per-token service,

which is the main drawback of the paper. The main strength of the paper is that it does not

assume a specific number of priorities.

Manfield presents an analysis of two-way priority traffic for a polling system in his paper

[MANF85]. His derivation assumes an interdependence between incoming and outgoing traffic,

giving priority to outgoing traffic. This paper is important because of the above assumption, as

this has an impact of upper layer performance in an actual network.

In her paper [GORU87], Gorur derives the equations governing the limiting throughput lev-

els for the various ring priorities when a timed token ring access method is used. However, for-

mulas for mean delay and queue length arc not given. This is nevertheless an important result

since equations governing operational bounds are derived.

In her dissertation [SCHU89], Schult derives a single packet per token analytic model for

priority operation on a token ring. These results also take into account the effects of transmis-

sions on successive token cycles. The main drawback to these results is that only single packet

per token service is treated.

Zafirovie-Vukotic and Niemegeers present an excellent single priority treatment of a high

speed slotted ring protocol [ZAFI87]. Mean value equations arc derived for both delay and queue

lengths, and the results of these equations are compared with simulation results. The main draw-

back of this paper is the lack of any priority qucueing results.

In their paper on bandwidth allocation [LI88], Li and Zarki present an analysis on the

dynamic allocation of bandwidth on a slotted ring. The importance of this paper is that it models

different classes of users, thus having a direct application to priority service on a slotted ring

Draft m 9 -- February 26, 1990



networkl The method ofmodeling usedistrafficprediction.

Bhuyan, Ghosal and Yang present an approximate model for interconnected ring networks

in their paper [BnuY89]. The ring networks studied are token rings, register insertion rings, and

slotted rings. All the models are based on nonexhaustive service and potentially infinite queue

lengths at each station.

The paper by Mills, Wheatley and Heatley [MILL87] is an introduction to the techniques

and importance of modeling the upper layers in a protocol stack. They show that the delay

induced by packet processing can completely subsume the delay experienced at the MAC layer.

This lays the groundwork for other research in this area. The main drawback of this paper is that

no analytic modeling is done; the entire paper is concerned with simulation systems.

In his master's thesis [STRA88], Strayer presents some very important results concerning

the effects of segmentation on the delay and throughput of a packet. This thesis is concerned

almost en-ffrely with dp_r layer packe(processing, and deals with actual implemented ring net-

works, not simulations. The main drawback Of this source is the fact that most of the data was

drawn from a single network, thus making it necessary to look at data trends rather than actual

values.

Murata and Takagi develop a two-layer modeling technique for local area networks in

[MUIr88]. This paper describes a MAC layer submodel and a transport layer submodel. Both

models deal with priority traffic and acknowledgements. An iterative technique is developed as a

solution algorithm.

: A di_fi_erenl:.memod Of end-to-endmodeling isproposed in the paperby Mitchelland Lide

[M1TC86]. Their model uses a hierarchical modeling technique and an iterative technique for

solution which combines analytic and simulation methods.

My dissertation will =unify the workdescribed above, extend it to fiandle exhaustive limited

(EL) service at the MAC layer, and multiple priority messages at all layers, and extend the model
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3 Intended Contributions

The intended contribution of this dissertation is to extend currently existing medium access

queueing models by adding modeling techniques which will handle exhaustive limited service

(see Section 4) both with and without priority traffic, and to extend modeling capabilities into the

upper layers of the OSI model. There are certain limitations which must be taken into account,

however, the main one being that all arrivals are assumed to be exponential in nature. If this

assumption is not made, the problem becomes one of sequential G/G/m priority queues, for which

only approximations are available.

Some of the models presented will be parameterized solution methods, since it will be

shown in section 4 that certain models (for example, the single priority exhaustive limited service

model) do not exist as parameterized solutions, but rather as solution methods. Since both token

rings and slotted rings are dealt with, there will be two distinct solution methods presented for the

medium access control queueing models.

3.1 Dissertation Outline

The proposed outline of the dissertation is as follows:

I. Introduction and explanation of network operation

A. ring networks
1. token rings
2. slotted tings

B. layers
1. functions

2. modeling

II. Review of existing network performance models

A. token rings
1. service types
2. timed token

3. reservation token

B. slotted rings

1. service types
a. release slot at reception

C. upper layers

b. release slot at acknowledgement
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I. priority preemption/no preemption
2. preemption/no preemption on packet reception

III, The exhaustive limited (EL) service model

A. significance
B. development

1. initial M/G/1 model

2. modification to S/G/1

C. application to token ring
1. timed token
2. reservation token

D. application to slotted rings

IV. The priority model
A. significance

B. development
C. combining with the EL model

1. how the model relates to the EL model

2. development

D. token rings
1. timed token
2. reservation token

E. slotted rings

V. Modeling the upper layers

A. development
1. single priority
2. multiple priority

B. token rings
I. timed token

2. reservation token

C. slotted rings

VI. The simulation

A. capabilities
1. networks modeled

2. upper layer models
3. classes

B. limitations

1. steady state load only
2. no initial load, no trace mode

C. statistical validation

1. stability
2. confidenceintervals

{

VII. Comparing simulationtoanalyticmodels

A. tokenrings
1. timed token

2.reservationtoken

3.differingnumbers ofpacketspertoken

4.variousprioritylevels

Draft E 13 February 26, 1990



B. slotted tings
1. slot release at reception
2. slot release at acknowledgement

C. upper layers

VIII. Simulating class traffic and entry layer modification

A. modifying classes

1. equally divided loads
2. skewed loads

B. modifying enh-y layer
1. all packets enter at the same layer
2. different classes enter at different layers

C. simulation of non-homogeneous loads and varying entry layers

IX. Application of the analytic and simulation models
A. mapping the analytic model to actual implementations

1. correspondence of layers to queues
2. layer groupings

B. mappingthe simulation to actual implementations
1. memory utilization
2. practical design tradeoffs

C. Using the analytic and/or simulation models for prediction data

X. Conclusions
A. main conclusions

I. EL model validity
2. priority model validity

B. future work

1. mathematical modeling of class traffic

2. modeling changing priorities and upper layers

3.2 Discussion

Chapter I is a brief introduction to the subject of ring networks. It covers the ring concept,

token rings, and slotted rings, and explains briefly the abstractions which we will model. We also

cover the basic idea of the protocol stack, and why it is important that we model this network

feature.

Chapter II is a review of existing simulation and analytic models. It covers the relevant

work concerning token rings, slotted rings, and up_r layer modeling. We demonstrate in this

chapter that the chosen topic is useful and interesting, and that there is much work yet to be done.

We also show that there are already certain existing results which can be built upon in this disser-

tation.
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Chapter Ill contains our derivation of the exhaustive limited (EL) service MAC layer

model for token rings. We show that this model very accurately models a feature of t0kefi ring

service not heretofore modeled. We also take into account the dependence of each token vacation

time on the previous token cycle time by applying the effect of packet transmissions on a previ-

ously equilibrium state at all other stations. The model is initially developed as an M/G/1 model,

and then modified so that the actual arrival process assumed in Chapter V (a non-Markov process

which we will term "series" arrivals and abbreviate "S") is used, thus convening it to an S/G/l

model.

Chapter IV is the development of a priority model for exhaustive limited service. We

derive this model assuming both Poisson arrivals and series arrivals. We also apply this priority

scheme to existing slotted ring models. We will show that the exhaustive limited model derived

in the previous chapter is identical to the priority model when the number of priorities is assumed

to be equal to one.

Chapter V is our derivation of a model for the protocol stack. We present this model in a

paramcterized form, that is, the number of queues modeled is a parameter in the model. Our

derivation assumes that the initial arrivals to the network follow a Poisson process; using this

assumption, we then derive the arrival processes for each of the queues in the series, giving both

their probability density functions and Laplace transforms. We then modify the model so that

priority service is taken into account, which will allow us to successfully merge the upper layer

stack model with the exhaustive limited service model for the MAC layer. We then show how

the upper layer stack model applies to slotted rings, using existing slotted ring queueing models.

In Chapter VI we cover the simulation system used. We state the assumptions made in its

development, its features, and its limitations. We also show the mathematical methods used to

ensure statistical validity.
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Chapter VII compares the results given by the queueing models to the results from the

simulations. We initially establish a "base case" for single priority operation, as well as one for

multiple priority operation, and compare the queueing model to the simulation for both of these

cases. Then comparisons are made by varying each parameter of the base case in turn and indi-

cating the results. Absolute and relative agreement are indicated, as well as confidence intervals.

Comparisons are made for both token rings and slotted rings.

Recognizing the fact that few actual networks will have homogeneous traffic modes,

Chapter VIII uses the simulation system to model various configurations of non-homogeneous

traffic on both token rings and slotted rings. Traffic will be modeled on an end-to-end basis, thus

showing the effects of the upper layers on message delay and queue lengths.

Chapter IX discusses the applicability of the analytic and simulation models to real world

problems. We discuss layer groupings, and how they are mapped to the analytic model. Also

discussed are the uses of the simulation system to gain prediction data that can be used by net-

work designers.

We present our conclusions in Chapter X. We will make statements about the applicability

of the models derived, as well as the simulation system when used alone. We also state what

future work is to be done.
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4 Preliminary Results

Preliminary results so far include a mean value analysis of EL service, and progress on the

derivation of the z-transform for EL service at the MAC layer. These models are obviously

important as an aid to the understanding of token ring operation. Both versions of the EL model

assume a Poisson arrival process; this assumption will have to be changed:to take series arrivals

into account.

The mean value EL model is much easier to use, as it is a much simpler model. Its draw-

backs, however, are basically twofold, First, itdoes not take into account the dependence of the

token cycle time on the previous token cycle; second, it assumes that the variance of the token

vacation time is assumed to be unchanged from its exhaustive service value. We show in Appen-

dices A and B, however, that neither of these assumptions cause results to vary significantly from

simulation results where these changes are taken into account.

In the derivation of the z-transform for the EL model, we correct the deficiencies of the.

approximate model, in that token vacation time dependencies are accounted for, and the variance

of the token vacation time is explicitly given. It has two major drawbacks and one minor one

The first major drawback is that it is not so much a parameterized model, but a parameterized

solution method; that is, there does not exist a general form for the z-transform of the distribution

of queue lengths, but a parameterized algorithm for deriving the transform does exist. The

second major drawback is that even though a solution theoretically exists for any limit n > 1,

computational difficulties render these solutions difficult to obtain for large n (fortunately, EL

service disciplines with large values of n tend to behave like exhaustive service disciplines). The

minor drawback is that it is also more difficult to program than the approximate model, as each

value of n has a different transform. It does, however, greatly increase the understanding of token

ring EL service.
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Themodel for the upper layers of the OSI stack is still in its formulative stage. However,

certain results have been derived. The model used will be queues in series, one queue for each

layer of the OSI stack being modeled. It is easily shown that the mean arrival rate for each of the

queues is identical to the arrival rate at the initial queue; however, the departure distribution from

each of the queues is not Markovian.

Existing results include a derivation of the LST and probability density function for the

packet departure rate for an M/G/I queue. From this, the probability density function of the

departure rate from each successive queue is found. Since the density function for the arrival rate

at each queue is known, it is possible to derive exact results for the system, given that the initial

arrival rate to the system is Markovian. m

4.1 Analysis of the EL Model

This analysis is for EL service, where the number of packets per token may be any finite

number greater than or equal to one; the analysis implicitly includes a derivation for single-

packet-per-token service. In this model, we are removing the simplifying assumptions made in

the development of the approximate models. We now assume changes in the token vacation time

and its variance, by accounting for the time dependence of each token cycle on the previous one.

4.1.1 Fundamental Relationships

The fundamental equation of our system is

J

im

w

q,*+t = q,, + a,, - [3.

where

q, ,, the number of packets present at the nth token departure

(:x,,,. the number of packets which arrive between the n _hand n+l a token depfi_re_ _:

[3,, .= the number of packets transmitted between the n th and n+l** token departures

(i) W

m
i

m
W
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This is obviously a time-dependent process.

limit as n --) _, resulting in

In order to remove the time dependency, we take thc

q=q+a-_ (2)

From this equation, we see that queue length at token departure is the natural point at which to

embed a semi-Markov process. This will allow the derivation of the z-transform of the system.

The z-transform is dependent upon a finite subset of the state probabilities of the system.

This subset consists of states 0... o-1, where each state represents the number of packets

enqueued at token departure. The symbol _ represents the maximum number of packets per

token which may be transmitted by any station. The semi-Markov chain showing the state transi-

tion probabilities for state e >-¢o is shown in Figure 3:

go

Figure 3

w

r_

F

The transition probabilities given that the Markov chain is in state 0 are shown in Figure 4; the

state probabilities given that the chain is in state 1 are shown in Figure 5.

go

Hgure4
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The probability transition matrix P representing the transition probabilities for the entire

system is shown in Figure 6.

m

Polo Ptlo P2to "'" Ptolo P¢_+llo P¢_+2t0

PoII Pltl P2tl "'" Po_tl Pc+Ill P¢.,_211

Po12 PII2 P212 "'" P_I2 Pctwll2 P¢_,-212

PoI= PII¢o P21=o "'" Po_t= P(=+II= P=+2I=

0 PoIw Pllo "'" P ¢,0-1 Pmlm Po_-I Im

0 0 Po==

Each entry P//is defined as

Pij Iejl/= P[(t=n+l =J I £t=n--i]

Fi_m6

Pc_.-21w P_-lle Pel_

(3)

W

7

w

glj

i

I

I

I
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The computation of each Pjli requires the evaluation of packet arrival probabilities. For any state

e < co, these probabilities break down into two distinct cases. The first case is transitions to state

= 0; the second is transitions to all other states. Defining the probability of k arrivals given state

to be lrt _t, the probability of a transition to state e = 0 is given by

w
a}-i

Poll = _ _kli (4)
k=,0

r

w

The probability of a transition to state e > 0 is given by

P j li = rc(a..i+j l i (5)

The calculation of each nj _, is complicated by the fact that the arrivals are constrained to

arrive early enough to make a contribution to service time. For example, it is evident that for any

packets to be left behind at token departure, the maximum number of packets per token allowed

must have been transmitted, which we assume for this example is equal to three (if less than o3

packets were delivered, the station was empty of packets at token departure). However, if only a

single packet was present at the previous token departure, and the number left behind at thc

current token departure is greater, then at least four packets must have arrived during a total of

three packet service times. But if all three arrived during the third service time, there would only

have been a single service time, (a contradiction) since only the single packet present would have

been served with the token then departing. Therefore, some of the packets had to have arrived

prior to the third service time for there to have been ct)packets delivered. An example of this pro-

cess can be seen in Figure 7.
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packets present arrival count_

(token vacation) I

arrival counts

(service times)
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Figure 7
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To account for the above constraints on arrivals, the computation=of _e probability of k

arrivals is done by "splitting" the possible arrival time frame into units consisting of the tokcn

vacation time and the appropriate number of packet service times. Arrival probabilities are then

Calculatexl for the proper number of arrivals split anaong the various time frames, andmultiplicd

by an inclusion function. This inclusion function takes on the values 0 or 1 depending on

whether or notan arrival is "early enough." The equation for _ilj is _ ........ _.... :

II !

i 0 _4 I _d 2

gilj-- E P[°to=kol 1(0' E kz, j) E P[oq =kill(l, E kx, j) E P[°_2ffik211(2' E kx, j)
k , _O z _O k l ffiO x ffiO k zffiO x =O

W

j

d
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_-_-I_
z_l fi)

P [o_ =kom, sal l (omega, _, kx, j)
k,.-O x_O

w

.-|

= l-I _ p[o_=_,]t(s, Z _x, j) (6)
a=0 k,-0 x_0

The inclusion function l(a,b,j) is defined by Equation (7). The quantity a is the "slot number,"

with the token vacation time being counted as slot 0, the initial packet service time as slot 1, etc,

the quantity b is the number of total arrivals so far, and the quantity j is the number of packets

left behind at the previous token departure.

l(a,b,j)=l, j+b_a

1 (a,b) = 0, otherwise (7)

w

4.1.2 The z-transform

The method we use to derive the z-transform is to derive the conditional transforms which

will thus allow us to express the unconditional transforms in terms of state probabilities. For any

co, there will be exactly a) unknown probabilities. Defining B'(s) as the LST of the service time

distribution for a single packet, and V'(_.-LzlS) as the LST of the token vacation time given

state S, the z-transform given state e _ o) is

O(z Ie>o)) = V'(7_-Lz l e>o_) [B'(_.-Lz)] °' z t-_ (8)

L _

where

G(z)= _ zkP[X=k]

¢1

B*(s) = _ e-st b(x)dx
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For any state 0 < _ < o), the calculation of the z'transform is more complex. It is a multistage

process whereby the final z-transform is constructed from intermediate transforms. The inter-

mediate transforms axe added to each other after multiplying each intermediate transform by the

appropriate probability, thus ensuring that our final transform is of a valid probability function.

The calculation of the z-transform for state e = 1, with co= 2 follows.

The initial step is to write down the transition probabilities in terms of arrival probabilities:

P011 =It-Oil + ltlll

Pill =_211

P211 = g311 (9)

etc., where

Px ty = probability of a transition to state x given state y

7txty z probability of x arrivals given state y

From the above series we obtain two transforms which we denote Go(z I 1), and Gl(Z I1). They

are obtained by solving

1iil

W

u

lid

m

L_

II

W

J

Go(z I 1)=
1 -rtlSl

and

llm

(_o)

m

l-------_[l_lllZ0-1-_211gl +_311z2-t- "'" I (]1)G|(z l l)= 1-_ll

respectively, which result in

W
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and

r,.o_1 +z (Tqlt --_ll)
Go(Z I 1)= (12)

1 -z(1-_ttl)

I

w

v

ffOI0
Gl(zll)= (13)

1 -z(1 - r_oi1)

Defining G(z I1) to be the conditional z-transform given state e = 1, G (z I 1) is obtained by

adding ko Go(z I 1) and k t G ! (z I 1). It is immediately obvious that

1 - _lJt (14)
ko= 2-r.oJt--_lll

and

1 -_11
kt = (I5)

2 - r.o,] -_tll

Each of the conditional transforms are derived in a similar manner.

Once all the conditional transforms have been obtained, the final unconditional transform

G (z) for to = 2 is given by

w

G(z)= PoG(z IO) + PIG(Z I1)+ _ PtG(z le)
_-..2

This ultimately resolves to

G(z)--

(16)

1

V*('L- 2_.zI_:>2) [B*(_.-_.z)] 2 _ Ptz e -z 2 _, PcG(z I_)
¢*0 _ (i 7)

V'(_.- _z 1_>2) [B'(k-_)] z - z 2

It is evident that the z-transform given any o_ < ** takes the following general form:
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G(z)=

V'(k- kz l_mm) [B'(k-kz)]"
m-i

m'_lPcze -z °_ _ P(G(z le)
¢_o _-0 (18)

v'(l-lz Ic_>m)[B'(k-kz)]"- z"

Note however that the form for each G (z Ie) is dependent on co, thus requiring a separate solution

for each co Umit.

The

[GENT88].

and the denominator. Since the transform is analytic, Rouche's Theorem guarantees that the

numerator and denominator will have the same roots. The denominator polynomial, which

involves only z, is used to obtain the zeros of the numerator polynomial, resulting in co equations

in co unknowns. The necessary (co+ 1) st equation is obtained using the fact that G(z)J ,=_ = 1.

These zeros are now used in the numerator to solve for P [0], P [ 1]..... P [o>--I ], P Ill].

unknown state probabilities Po, Pt, "", Pco are obtained using the method in

The unconditional transform has a degree co polynomial in z in both the numerator

4.1.3 Token Cycle Time

Using E[W] to represent the expected waiting time of a packet, E[Q] to represent the

expected queueing delay, and F_ to be the random variable representing the token vacation time

distribution, it is shown in [LEVY75] that E [W] is given by:

err,2]
E[W] =E[Q] + _ (19)

2E [r,]

The quantity E [Q ] is given by the well'kn0wn PoUaczek-Kinchine mean-value equation

W

V

U

1111

J

m
w

J

w

W

i

11

W

=_

1 +C 2
(20)

E[Q]--'P+P2 2(1-13)

where C 2 is the square of the coefficient of variation of the service time, and p is the so-called

utilization factor at a single station.

i

l
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The mean token cycle time E [V] (r" is the token cycle time random variable) is unaffected

by the service mode so long as the network operation is stable. E [V] is given by

E[_ = ____L_ (2[)
I -Np

where N is the number of ring stations, and ), is the ring latency, also known as the empty ring

walk time. The unknown quantity in Equation (15) is E[F2], the second moment of the token

vacation time random variable.

4.1.4 Token Vacation Time Second Moment

To obtain E [F_], we make use of the derivation of the variance of the token vacation time

in [KONH74]. Konheim and Meister give this variance as

Var[G] = 7(N - I) Vat [L ]
(I - N p) 2

where L is the station load random variable. Var [L ] is given by

(22)

Var [L ] = g IS 2] g [A 21 - 02 (23)

where S is the service time random variable, and A is the arrival rate random variable. The vari-

ance of F, can also be expressed as

(N - l)g 2[r,] g [L2 ] p
Var[r',] - (24)

p_.y

which proves that the variance of F_ is inversely proportional to the product of the traffic inten-

sity at a single station and the expected number of arrivals in an empty ring walk time (the mean

number of arrivals in the shortest possible token cycle).

We now present a corollary to the proof in [KONH74]. The mean number of packets per

token actually transmitted is unaffected by the maximum number of packets per token allowed,
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thus rendering Konheim and Meister's proof valid for any limited service discipline. Therefore,

since it is shown above that the variance of the token vacation time is inversely proportional to

the mean number of packet arrivals in a minimum token vacation time, the limited service token

vacation time variance for a limited service discipline is the product of the traffic intensity at a

single station and the minimum number of packets present at the station after one token vacation

time. This is given by

(N - 1)E2 [F_] g [L 2] g
Var [Fv] = (25)

p (_.y+ E[R ])

Using the fact that E [X 2] =E2[X] + Var [X ], the expression for the second moment of the

token vacation time E [F 2 ] is " "

w

W

'IB

g
ID

J

_=_

R

E[F_]= (N-I)EZ[B] + _(1-p)2 (26)
_.y+E[R] (1 -Np) z

In order to f'md E [R ] it is only necessary to note that the statebf the system at token depar-

ture is exactly this quantity. The second moment of the token cycle time can now be found by a

simple substitution.

J

4.2 Results for Queues in Series

Given that the arrivals at a queue are Poisson, the LST D'(s) of the probability density

function and the density function D (t) of the time between departures are

A "(s) = _"- _,(1 - p) O'(s) (27)
$

a(t)= k - _,(I-p) O(t)

where

f (t) = the probability density function of the interarrival process

b (t) = the probabilitydensityfimctionoftheservicetime di_bgdPn. ,

(28)

W

w
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=

F_

w

L

v

O(t) = the convolution off(s) and b(s)

It is evident that the density function for the departures from a queue is the density function for

arrivals at the next queue in the series, so we immediately have the interarrival time densities.

These results are used to f'md the LST and probability density function for the interamval

time densities to each of the successive queues. If we designate the initial exponential interar-

rival time density as at(t), then the LST of the interarrival time density A'k(s) and the density

itself ak(t) for each queue, where k - 2, 3 ..... n are

A*k(s)= (29)

ak(t) = k - (1 - p) Ok-t (t) (30)

The above gives the density and LST for the packet interarrival time at each queue. Wc

also need to f'md the probability density function for the number of arrivals in a set period of

time. This density will be a conditional density, as we are not dealing with a memoryless distri-

bution.

The density function for the probability of k arrivals in time t is derived as follows. It is

evident that since the density function of the time until the next arrival is not memoryless, the

probability of an arrival during time t will depend on the number of arrivals that have already

occurred, and also on when they occurred. This results in the k-fold convolution of the density

function with itself (defining the one-fold convolution to be the density function, and the zero-

fold convolution to be the probability that zeroarrivals occur during time t). Therefore, given

time to, the probability ofk i th level series arrivals during time t-to is

P [k I to] = ai(t - to) Ikl

where x Isl denotes the y-fold convolution of the density function x(.) with itself.

(31)
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The above are the results dedved to date for series queues. However, it is evident from the

work done so far that useful results can be derived for bulk arrivals and priority traffic. It will

then be necessary to combine the model for queues in series with the MAC layer models for both

token rings and slotted rings. The method employed here will be to modify the arrival processes

assumed in the MAC layer models so that they conform to the departure processes from the

model for queues in series. From there, it is a relatively simple matter to find mean delay, queue

lengths, and the total number of packets in the system (as well as the total number of messages,

which may be quite different).
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